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Path to Success

Education is very important aspect of modern life. Most people spend a good part of their life

devoted to studies; however, not everyone is naturally talented to excel in school. Students need to put

an effort to succeed. Those who are keen to learn will often surpass their talented peers. There are some

qualities that a successful student should have, such as being responsible, determined, and hard

-working.

Responsibility is one of the main characteristics a good student should have in order to be

successful. That means always being prepared and never being late for class, always doing homework or

other assignments, staying focused and organized thorough the class, making sure that tasks are

prioritized according to their importance. Being self- discipline and accountable for actions before others

is significant because a person has to be aware of how his actions affect other people and what

consequences it could bring. However, most people don’t always succeed in staying motivated and on

track or don’t place enough value on their education because of irresponsibility.

An excellent student should be a determined person. Setting a goal and doing everything to

reach it is very important because it helps students to focus on the vision of the future. As an example, a

good student probably has a goal to be the best in the class, or to have great grades, or to get a

scholarship. Determination to achieve goals plays a significant role in being successful in school or

college. A person who overcomes difficulties and remembers the reason of getting on this path and

expectations from it will have no problem facing different challenges.



Being a good student is a very tough job, that’s why success comes to hard-working people

who are diligent in learning, always pushing their limits by doing some extra work and applying

maximum effort to complete all tasks. That means students should always do everything they’ve been

asked to do, schedule time for studying every day, get ready ahead of time and always take notes.

Working hard is important because it will bring great results and help to achieve educational and

personal goals. Laziness and procrastination are unacceptable. Working hard means self-improvement

through accomplishment of every single task.

There is such a thing as a recipe for success. It includes personal qualities, such as

responsibility, determination and hard work, which allow a student to be as effective as possible.

Combining them in a single person will create a student that is bound to achieve the goals; a student who

will not stray from the path of learning and become a victim of distracting factors. For this type of

students, there is no such thing as a problem that cannot be solved, or goal that cannot be reached.


